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The DMX from Hard Nine Choppers
Mixing metaphors makes for success
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story and photos by Stephen Berner
uring Sturgis Bike Week I didn’t get
to eat much or regularly. Moments
of quiet respite were far and few between and I relished the moments of
peace. So here I was standing off in a corner of the A.M.D. show during the industry party minding my own business, chilling
out a bit, finally getting down to eating
some food juggling a camera, beer, and
food simultaneously. Kirk Taylor comes
over and says: “Hey, did you see that?”
pointing across the big tent. “What?” I responded, spilling my beer and dropping
half of my food. “What?!” Well, the “what”
that Kirk was pointing to is the motorcycle
you see here, a sharp little bike with its
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“I build
the bikes
for me,
to ride and
to have
fun with.”
—Danny Schneider

bright white wheels all but jumping off the
Astroturf carpeting.
Since my food was on the floor and I was
wearing half my beer, I thought, what the
hell, let’s go look. Kirk (who knows damn
near everyone in the business) introduced
me to the builder of the bike, Danny Schneider—a lanky, skate-meets-BMX-meets-biker
appearing fellow. Out of this intro a conversation ensued, resulting in a date to
shoot/share the DMX with IronWorks.
Danny Schneider has a small bike shop
in his hometown, does his work at night
after a day job, and has been doing it for
six years. Sound familiar? We all probably
know one or two characters like this local
to us. Standing behind the AMD Show’s
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tent in Sturgis, as the show was being
taken down, I was reminded that when it
comes to H-D enthusiasm, we all speak
the same language, no matter our country
of origin, in Danny’s case Switzerland.
Selling custom non-compliant bikes in
Switzerland is near impossible given the
rigor of TUV registration so as Danny
says, “I build the bikes for me, to ride and
to have fun with.” Using older machines as
the basis of his customs allows Danny to
skirt many compliance issues and gives
him some latitude when re-constructing
machines such as this 1942-era WLA.
BMX is in Danny’s blood and this bike incorporates many of that genre’s styling
cues. The bike started out as a frame, due
in large part to the fact it has some “nice
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curves” and has a good deal of openness to
it. Rebuilding the engine was fun—Danny’s
first flathead engine build. He found it simple to work on and easy to get the parts.
Name another brand of motorcycle you can
get 1942-era parts as easily for!
A hand hammered tank is the star of the
show in terms of bodywork for this simple
machine. Some sexy curves, surprising
lines and deep, heavy flake make it a stand
out piece. Making a wooden buck as the
basis for this beauty insured the tank would
come out perfect without any filler. Adapting the 1942 vintage rear brake to a modern H-D wheel proved moderately tricky, but
nothing Danny couldn’t figure out with several months of applied thought.
A rough rider, the DMX isn’t a hit the

road machine. Even Danny admits: “The
tires make it a little slippery in the turns
on the roads.” But the throttle is a short
throw that connects to a Dell’Orto so
snappy response is insured. I can only
imagine the power slide that could be accomplished with this machine and a pilot
as skilled as Danny at the helm.
Oh yea – the DMX is for sale so if you
want to get a piece of Hard Nine Choppers, drop Danny a line. IW

*RESOURCE

Hard Nine Choppers
Heimstrasse 31
3018 Bern, Switzerland
http://www.hardninechoppers.com
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